Fourth-order partial differential equation (PDE) proposed by You and Kaveh (You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE), which replaces the gradient operator in classical second-order nonlinear diffusion methods with a Laplacian operator, is able to avoid blocky effects often caused by second-order nonlinear PDEs. However, the equation brought forward by You and Kaveh tends to leave the processed images with isolated black and white speckles. Although You and Kaveh use median filters to filter these speckles, median filters can blur the processed images to some extent, which weakens the result of You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE. In this paper, the reason why YouKaveh fourth-order PDE can leave the processed images with isolated black and white speckles is analyzed, and a new fourth-order PDE based on the changes of Laplacian (LC fourth-order PDE) is proposed and tested. The new fourth-order PDE preserves the advantage of You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE and avoids leaving isolated black and white speckles. Moreover, the new fourth-order PDE keeps the boundary from being blurred and preserves the nuance in the processed images, so, the processed images look very natural.
INTRODUCTION
Second-order partial differential equations (PDE) have been studied as a useful tool for image enhancement (noise removal) and scale-space analysis of images, especially the second-order PDE proposed by Perona and Malik [7] , referred to as Perona-Malik PDE. Although these techniques have been demonstrated to be able to achieve a good trade-off between noise removal and edge preservation, they tend to cause the processed images to look "blocky" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . This effect is visually unpleasant.
In 2000, You and Kaveh [9] proposed You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE. The fourth-order PDE is able to avoid blocky effects and remove the Gaussian noise effectively, which is defined as:
( 1) You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE replaces the gradient operator in the secondorder nonlinear diffusion equation proposed by Perona and Malik [7] with a Laplacian operator. It uses piecewise planar images (piecewise bias for planar curves) to approximate the image, and can avoid blocky effects. However, Eq.
(1) tends to leave the processed images with isolated black and white speckles. You and Kaveh explained that it was because piecewise planar images used in the You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE to approximate the observed image, had less masking capability than the step images used in anisotropic diffusion.
In this paper, we analyze the reason why You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE tends to leave the processed images with black and white speckles, and propose the concept of image composed unit in a digital image. If the image is constant, the neighboring image composed units will have the same image information, and the Laplacian defined on these neighboring image composed units will have the same value. If the image composed unit locates on the edge of the image, it is probably that the Laplacian defined on this image composed unit is greatly different from the Laplacian defined on the neighboring one. If the image is polluted by the noise, the Laplacian defined on the neighboring image composed units may become varying greatly.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new fourth-order PDE based on the changes of Laplacian, referred to as LC fourth-order PDE. The new fourthorder PDE does not consider the differences between the regular areas and edges, but the differences among the image composed units. As a result, our new LC fourth-order PDE has the advantage of You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE, and it is apt to preserve image details such as image edges.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces You-Kaveh fourthorder PDE. Section 3 introduces the proposed LC fourth-order PDE. Section 4
presents the algorithm. The experiment results is presented in Section 5 and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
YOU-KAVEH FOURTH-ORDER PDE
A noisy scalar image u noisy can be regularized by minimizing the energy functional defined by (2) where is an increasing function. Therefore starting from an initial function u noisy , the following time-dependent fourth-order PDE evolves to a minimum of E(u).
where is a positive decreasing function, which gives the minimum of the energy functional. You and Kaveh proposed the choice of g( . ) as PeronaMalik function (the edge-stopping function proposed by Perona and Malik and used in the second-order nonlinear PDE [7] ) as: (4) where k is a constant.
You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE replaces the gradient operator in Perona-Malik PDE with a Laplacian operator. Since the Laplacian of an image at a pixel is zero if the image is planar in its neighborhood, You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE attempts to remove noise and preserve edges by approximating an observed image with a piecewise planar image, so it is able to avoid the blocky effects widely seen in images processed by anisotropic diffusion.
However, You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE tends to leave the processed images with isolated black and white speckles which may be characterized as pixels whose intensity values are either much larger or smaller than those of their neighboring pixels, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). You and Kaveh explained that it was because the piecewise planar images used by You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE to approximate the observed image had less masking capability than the step images used by anisotropic diffusion, and the pixels having greatly different values are omitted in the process.
Let us pay attention to the coefficient function g( . ) in You-Kaveh fourthorder PDE (see Eq. (4)). It is a decreasing function of , as shown in Fig.1 
(a). If we let
, then:
So it is obviously that if then is decreasing and if < k then is increasing, as shown in Fig. 1 
(b).
Therefore, if , the smaller value is the larger value is; the larger value is the smaller value is. That is to say, when , the coefficient function, g(.), will intensify the difference between values at the neighboring pixels. Therefore, processed by Eq. (3), pixels can be effected if (suppose the pixels are in a 3 by 3 neighborhood):
1. They are center pixels, and the neighborhood locates in a regular area. 2. In the neighborhood, the pixels located on the verge are next to the image edges. If the pixel u* located on the verge in the neighborhood is almost white, and it is next to a black edge in the image, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (the verge of the hat and
Image denoise by fourth-order PDE based on the changes of laplacian , the intensity value of the center pixel u center in the 3 by 3 neighborhood is intensified, and it appears brighter than its neighboring pixels, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Similarly, if the pixel located on the verge in the neighborhood is almost black, and it is next to a white edge in the image, as shown in Fig. 2(a) (the verge of the hat and the dark portion on the wall). So the center pixel u center appears darker than its neighboring pixels because the intensity value of the center pixel u center is weakened by the verge pixel u * in the neighborhood, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . If the coefficient function g( . ) is not chosen properly, the speed of diffusion controlled by g( . ) is too fast, or the number of iterations is not controlled properly, bright points tend to turn up in the dark areas and dark points tend to turn up in the bright areas (see the black rectangle in Fig. 2(c) ).
LC FOURTH-ORDER PDE
You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE only considers the difference among the pixels inside the neighborhood, so the process intensifies the difference between the neighborhoods, which is the reason why the processed images have isolated Figure 2 . (a) image polluted by 10% Gaussian noise; (b) image processed by You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE at t = 500, k = 1; (c) magnified region in Fig. 2 (b) .
black and white speckles. Although You and Kaveh proposed using media filter [9] to process the images processed by You-kaveh fourth-order PDE, median filter can degrade the image to some extent. In this paper, we propose a fourth-order PDE based on the changes of Laplacian, referred to as the LC fourth-order PDE. The proposed fourth-order PDE does not consider the difference among the pixels inside the neighborhood but the difference among the neighborhoods. Taking every pixel as a center pixel to construct a 3 by 3 neighborhood which is called image composed unit, as shown in Fig. 3 . LC fourth-order PDE considers the difference among these image composed units, that is, the difference between one 3 by 3 neighborhood and another.
If the image is constant, in every image composed unit, the value of Laplacian at the center pixel is equal to zero. If the image is not constant, the "image composed unit" may contain some details such as edge. So the intensity values of pixels in some image composed unit change greatly, and the value of Laplacian at the center pixel may not be zero, even quite large. Therefore, if the value of Laplacian at the center pixel of the image composed unit is little different from that of the neighboring image composed unit, this image composed unit may have almost the same information as the neighboring one; if not, it may differ from its neighboring image composed
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Image denoise by fourth-order PDE based on the changes of laplacian unit, and there may have edges in it. If the image is not polluted by any noise, there is no great difference between one portion and another, so there is no difference between "image composed unit" and another. But if the image is polluted by the noise, the degree of difference of neighboring image composed units can become greater. Therefore, based on the changes of Laplacian of image composed unit, we propose a new fourth-order PDE, called LC fourth-order PDE: (5) where ∆ = ∇ 2 is Laplacian operator, f( . ):R→R is an increasing function of and f( . ) ≥ 0.
Suppose that U = ∆u be the intensity value of the processed image gained from processing a noisy image u noisy , then the solution of the Eq. (5) must satisfy Euler-Lagrange Equation as: (6) That is to say, given an initial function U noisy = ∆(u noisy ), the following timedependent nonlinear diffusion PDE evolves to a minimum of E(U):
Eq. (7) is a second-order nonlinear diffusion of U and satisfies the causality criterion proposed by Perona and Malik in [7] i.e. the Maximum Principle. According to this criterion, all maxima and minima in the scale-space belong to the original image.
Meanwhile, is the stopping function [4] in the processed image U. In other words, the stopping function stops the diffusion in order to protect the image edges, if there are great changes among image composed units. So the Eq. (7) can be considered as the anisotropic diffusion of U.
In this paper, we propose:
where k is a constant.
Anisotropic diffusion is an energy-dissipating process that seeks the minimum of the energy functional. From Eq. (7), it is obvious that level images are global minima of the energy functional. When there is no backward diffusion, a level image is the only minimum of the energy functional. Therefore, when the degree of changes of image composed units almost equals zero, we gain the minimum of the energy functional E(U). So we can infer that fourth-order PDE based on the changes of Laplacian, i.e. LC fourth-order PDE, using piecewise superficies curves to approximate the initial image. Compared with the You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE using piecewise planar image to approximate the initial image, the processed images look more natural.
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
LC fourth-order PDE is tested using a simple numerical scheme that is described in this section. There are two main steps in the algorithm.
Eq. (5) can be discretized on a square lattice with the horizontal and vertical direction having the same step of space. Suppose that h denote the spatial mesh size, and ∆t denote the temporal step length. The digitized temporal axis and the digitized x and y coordinates can be represented as:
where Ih × Jh denotes the size of the image.
The temporal step length ∆t = 1 and the spatial mesh size h = 1 are chosen in the numerical solution of LC fourth-order PDE.
First step: compute the value of Laplacian at every pixel in the image as:
The boundary condition is:
where the superscript n denotes the times of iteration. Second step: compute the intensity value at every pixel after iteration.
) is the value of 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, we compare the results obtained using the Perona-Malik second-order PDE, You-Kaveh fourth-order PDE, and the proposed LC fourth-order PDE. Table 1 . The parameters of Perona-Malik second-order PDE. 
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